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Total Marks : 25 Total time: 02:00 Hrs

Roll No.

Obiective

Time 2O.Minutes Total Marks: 10

Note:- Question no:1 and 2 should be attempted on this question paper no marks will be awarded on cutting /

over writing.

Q.no 1:- Write the correct outline of the following short forms

1- Yeastarday

2- Ever

3- Because

4- Small

5- Subject

Q.no 2:- Choose the correct answer and encircle

1:- In pitman shorthand sound heard in English words are divided in to

(a)- 28 (b)- 24 (c)- 26 (d)- 22

2:- Different kinds of diphthongs are

(a)- Four (b)- Two (c)- six (d)- Eight

3- Besides the double consonants there are

(a) - 8 compound (b)- 6 compound (c)- 4 compound (d)- 10 compound

4- The stroke M and N are halved and thickened to indicate the following sound.

(a)- r (b)- P (c)- D (d)- B

5:- A small final hook written on the inside of curve adds

(5)

(5)

(a)- L (b)- R (c)- N (d)-
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Subjective

Time:- 01:40 Hrs Marks:- 15

Q.no 3:- Write correct shorthand out line of the following

That there are three principal ways in which we can learn (114)- to do things or to

under stand things looking, reading or hearing. We can watch (112) done by other people,

copy their movements and actions. This is the way in which (314) we learn when we are

very young. Babies, and other young animals, of course (1), are very quick to copy the

act of their mothers, and in this way they (114) earn a very great amount in a

remarkably short time (1 12) we countinue through out our lives to learn in this way, for we

are always seeing others do certain (3/4) things in certain ways and then making some

attempt to carry out like act our selves. When we (2) grown up, however, we are able to

make abservations within much wider limits, and we (114) are free to learn great

numbers of things simple by watching. Not only can we (1/2) see the life going on round

about us, but we have also brought right (314) into the home the moving picture and the

T.V set.
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Time:- 02:00 Hours Marks:-60

Practical

Paragraph to be dictateed at the speed of 45 words per minute

Senior journalist and activist said that text books have actually created a

problem"Because when we tell students to read more books they think all books are as

boring as they find their text books" he said "But there is a thing such as reading for

pleasure' reading to find oneself, reading to understand other people, reading to charrge

yout ligr, do trsf books on any subject that. You may like because you are not complete

without reading." He said

Coming to kind of reading material, he spoke about fiction and poetry. "Reading fiction

teacher you about human emotions and about developing ampathy for others as non

read breaking, uplifting and hope building stories. You live many lives when you read

fiction. sometimes imagination is more important then knowledge he said

A professor and also auther of sum 35 books, said that physically a book is nothing but

some papers bound in side a cover" but what is important is the knowledge it carries

between those covers."
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lnstruction for Dictation :

1- Normally, the shorthand class teacher at institute will be Employed to dictate the

examination passage or principal will nominate in substitute

The passage of dictation shell be handed over to the Dictator 30 minutes before start of

examination under supervision in order that he may familiarize him self with contents,

practice in phrasing and prounciation.

All the punctuation marks should be dictation

lnstructor / dictator should dictate a paragraph other then the examination paper so that

the students familiarize with voice.

lnstruction for candidates:

To be read out to the candidates before the examination starts.

1- Shorthand outline are of 10 marks while transcription consists of so marks.

2- Student shall take dictation on the supplied answer book and transcrible on the same

shorthand workbook I paper there of are not allowed.

The student shoulci take down ail the passage that are dictated

Shorthand notes of the speed not transcribed should be crossed and also be returned

with the worked paper.

5-. No alteration by crasing or over- writing should be made in the origional shorthand notes

but the candidates may indicated in the margin the correct outline if a mistake has been

made in the orignal notes.

6- The use ofan craser will be permitted in the type written part.
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